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That is the worst part of the entire ordeal. We get bad drivers mixed with good drivers, and then bad
drivers mixed with new drivers, and since it is hard to know which drivers are bad and which ones

are good, you end up either updating a lot of bad drivers and breaking them for a short while, or you
end up updating a lot of good drivers and completely obliterating them for a short while. In Windows

10, you can see if you have the wrong driver installed by going to Device Manager, opening the
Network Adapters section, and going to the bottom right pane. You will see a yellow warning icon

next to "Realtek RTL8188EUS Wireless Network Adapter". There is more than likely a newer version
of this driver that could be used. However, you must remove the existing Realtek wireless driver

before installing the new driver. To do so, go to your Windows Control Panel > Programs > Uninstall
a program section > Realtek's drivers. Follow the on-screen instructions and you will be able to

replace the old driver with the new one. This is the real problem, and why it is so hard to fix. The HP
driver for this card is often out-of-date. It is also likely that the manufacturer is unaware that this is

causing problems. It is also very difficult to contact the manufacturer of the card and get them to fix
the problem. Once the problem has been fixed, it is difficult to know that the problem has been

solved, because the driver needs to be reinstalled. When that happens, the problem will likely arise
again. So, HP here I come. They know about the issue, and its a bad one. They also seem to know
how to get it fixed, and they will do so. Good on them. To find out what the correct driver is, you
have to: A. Find out what the model number of your adapter is (or, in the alternative, the model
number of the "Logic Board" (the main portion that holds the adapter) is). B. Locate that model

number on HPs website. C. Once you find the model number, you will need to go to their website and
look for an HP Wireless Network Adapter version of the realtek RTL8188EUS Wireless Network

Adapter. This version is often the most recent version, and will have "Windows Update Driver" listed
as one of the versions available. D. Download the version that matches your model number. E. Install

the new driver into the OS using the normal Windows installation methods.
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